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BSEC approves Dominage Steel’s IPO, 

1,350C in bonds for SCB, NCCB 

Niaz Mahmud  
 

 
Representational photo Bigstock 

The stocks regulator also gave go-ahead to two private commercial banks – NCC Bank and 

Standard Chartered Bank, Bangladesh – to issue bonds worth Tk1,350 crore 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) on Wednesday approved a 

prospectus for the Initial Public Offering (IPO) of Dominage Steel Building Systems Ltd to 

raise Tk30 crore. 

The stocks regulator also gave go-ahead to two private commercial banks – NCC Bank and 

Standard Chartered Bank, Bangladesh – to issue bonds worth Tk1,350 crore. 

The BSEC gave the approval at a commission meeting held in Dhaka on Wednesday. BSEC 

chairman Prof Shibli Rubayat Ul Islam presided over the meeting. 

Under the fixed price method, Dominage Steel Building Systems will offload three core 

ordinary shares for Tk10 each. 

Net proceeds from the IPO will be used for procurement and installation of machinery for the 

existing factory building and to meet the IPO expenses. 

According to the financial statement ended on June 30, 2019, the company's net asset value 

(NAV) per share was Tk19.81, while earnings per share (EPS) was  Tk1.49.  

Shahjalal Equity Management Limited will act as the issue manager for the IPO process. 

Besides, the meeting approved Standard Chartered Bank, Bangladesh’s Tk850 crore zero 

coupon bond, the first foreign bank in the country to do so. 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/author/Niaz%20Mahmud
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The purpose of the issuance is to meet the ongoing financial requirement on capital base of 

the bank company. Per-unit price of the bond is Tk1o lakh.  

The units will be sold to banks, financial institutions, insurance companies, corporate bodies, 

asset management companies and mutual fund entities through private placements in cash 

consideration. Green Delta Insurance Company Limited will act as the trustee for the bond.  

At Wednesday’s meeting, the BSEC also approved  NCC Bank Limited’s perpetual bond, 

worth Tk500 crore. 

The Bank bond will strengthen its capital base and meet its capital requirement under 

additional Tier 1 only through private placement, with a per-unit price of Tk1 crore.  
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Ifad Autos share manipulator fined Tk10 

lakh for series trading  

BSEC also fined Gateway Equity Resources Ltd, a DSE brokerage house, Tk1 lakh for a 
number of proven irregularities  

 
Photo: TBS/Rehman Asad.  

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has fined Solaiman Rubel, a 

client of brokerage firm AIBL Capital Market Services Ltd, Tk10 lakh for manipulating share 

prices of Ifad Autos Ltd in 2015.  

The decision came in the 737th commission meeting on Wednesday. 

The securities regulator said the investor has bought and sold a large number of Ifad Autos 

shares in three of his investment accounts, which increased turnover but did not change 

ownership of shares.  

Engaging in a series of transactions intended to manipulate price, is, of course, a violation of 

securities law, it added in the meeting.  

BSEC also fined Gateway Equity Resources Ltd, a DSE brokerage house, Tk1 lakh for a 

number of proven irregularities.  

The regulator also fined the directors and company secretaries of Lexco Ltd, a counter 

company of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), and its main board company Tung Hai Knitting 

for not submitting financial statements on time.  

Each of the directors and company secretaries will have to pay Tk1 lakh each in fines while 

independent directors will be exempted.  

BSEC also decided to warn Eastern Shares and Securities, a CSE brokerage house, after 

finding deficits of over Tk4 crore in its consolidated customer account in 2017.  

However, the regulator merely warned them instead of imposing penalties as the firm 

corrected it. 
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Listed companies upbeat over smoother 

regulations  

BSEC’s 2018 Corporate Governance Code requires that at least one-fifth of board 
members be independent directors; they may not be shareholders and must be on the 
board as experts  

 
File Photo: Rehman Asad/TBS  

Cumbersome processes, contradictions among different offices' needs, and overly-tough 

regulations have been emerging as concerns for the country's listed companies and are also 

big reasons why many businesses prefer to remain private.  

"Just drop an email with the specific points we need to address. We will work on 

simplification to make business and life easier," Bangladesh Securities and Exchange 

Commission (BSEC) Chairman Professor Shibli Rubayat-Ul-Islam assured the companies in 

his first meeting with the Bangladesh Association of Publicly Listed Companies (BAPLC) in 

June.  

The association and the regulator have already had their own working committees to discuss 

the points BAPLC raised. After the first working committee level meeting held recently, the 

listed companies got some good news that two of the 11 points they raised are going to be 

addressed soon.  

The two working committees are closely working to discuss the remaining points on the 

table.  

Md Amzad Hossain, secretary general of BAPLC, told The Business Standard, "BSEC 

informed us about the ongoing steps for a solution to the problems regarding board sub-

committees for remuneration and nomination, and also the number of independent directors 

at listed companies who also have primary regulators with different requirements."  
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BSEC's 2018 Corporate Governance Code (CGC) requires that at least one-fifth of board 

members be independent directors; they may not be shareholders and must be on the board as 

experts.   

Primary regulators of banks, financial institutions and insurers have different requirements; 

these place listed companies from the respective sectors in a dilemma.  

The Bangladesh Bank and the Insurance Development and Regulatory Authority are likely to 

embrace the CGC, in cases of their regulated entities listed on the stock market, as the BSEC 

is trying to convince its counterparts to uphold the concept of stricter corporate governance, 

said commission officials.  

More importantly, the CGC requires that listed companies have a nomination and 

remuneration committee to look after nominations and remuneration in companies; while the 

Bangladesh Bank regulation does not allow any such committee other than the executive 

committee, the audit committee and the risk management committee. Non-bank financial 

institutions are not even allowed a risk management committee.  

"We are certain and hopeful that the regulators are going to present to us a harmonised 

requirement," said Amzad Hossain, who is heading the BAPLC working committee to 

propose changes for a smoother CGC that would bring comfort for companies to go public.  

The BAPLC has also pointed out some tough requirements which are making compliance 

harder.  

The CGC has prohibited listed company managing directors and chief executive officers 

from holding the same position at any other listed company. However, the BAPLC requests 

this be allowed if the second listed company is from the same group of companies; for the 

sake of better leadership, cost control and inspiring more stock market listing of businesses.  

The CGC, which intends to ensure professional top executives' dedication and sole focus on 

the listed companies, said no listed company managing director, chief executive officer, 

company secretary, chief financial officer, or head of internal audit and compliance may hold 

any executive position at any other company at the same time.  

The BAPLC seeks the opportunity to let them also work for companies under the same group 

to save costs.  

Despite the fact that investors are still unhappy with the extent of disclosures by listed 

companies, the BAPLC is seeking some relief from the strict regulations in this regard.  

The association requested the elimination of clauses in the CGC that require repeated 

disclosures on risk and concerns in business, along with the mitigation plan; including 

internal and external risk factors, threats to sustainability and negative impacts on the 

environment, if any. The directors' report in its annual report is enough, the BAPLC said.   

It added that the requirement to present a comparison of financial performance, financial 

position and cash flows with the peer industry scenario should be relaxed and made 

mandatory only where it is applicable, as getting non-listed industry peers' data is not 

possible in Bangladesh. Also, economic benchmarks for companies vary.  
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The BAPLC also requested BSEC delete the clause requiring a brief explanation of the 

financial and economic scenario of the country and the globe as meaningful analysis is not 

affordable for all the companies and it leads to a cut and paste culture within listed 

companies.  

"Investors can better source it from expert researchers," said Amzad.  

His association also requested the elimination of clauses that require board meeting 

attendance of the head of internal audit and compliances as the post is independent in nature 

and should remain out of ordinary business discussions.  

The BAPLC also requested some clarifications and modifications of the clauses related to a 

quorum in board and board committee meetings, and the appointment of professionals to 

certify the CGC compliance report.  

The strict code was adopted two years ago to improve corporate governance. However, the 

actuators–the listed companies–have been requesting it be made implementable since the 

enactment.  

These are real problems and the BAPLC member companies are hopeful that the regulator 

will consider their points to make things smoother for listed companies and also to inspire the 

desired culture of listing, said Amzad.   

BSEC, in recent months, has begun to work on making capital market regulations more 

simplified and effective alongside building a technology-driven filing infrastructure. 
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BSEC bans trader for embezzling client 

money  

The investigators also found that in early 2018, stocks worth nearly Tk36 lakh from the 
client’s account were sold without approval  
 

 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has banned Kamruzzaman 

Rummon, an authorised brokerage trader at International Securities Ltd, for embezzling more 

than Tk36 lakh of a client's money. 

The BSEC after a commission meeting on Wednesday said the authorised representative at 

the Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) brokerage firm had received over Tk1.09 crore from 

non-resident Bangladeshi investor Ferdousi Rahman to inject it into the latter's own 

investment accounts. 

But Rummon gave her a receipt that showed the amount received was less than Tk73 lakh. 

The remaining Tk36.3 lakh was embezzled by him. 

The investigators also found that in early 2018, stocks worth nearly Tk36 lakh from her 

account were sold without her approval. The signatures in sale orders did not match hers. 

The BSEC decided to fine the brokerage firm as well as Rummon Tk5 lakh each. 

Until the client's complaints are resolved in or outside court, Rummon's licence will remain 

halted, and he cannot work as a capital market intermediary. 

 

 
 


